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Back up that important information because hard drives will fail
It happened again, a
hard drive failure. My
wife’s computer, which
had less than a year’s service, started to act quirky.
She decided to reboot it,
which often fixes a number of issues. Unfortunately it would not reboot. After the Windows splash
screen became visible, the
computer would power off
and restart, repeating the
process until it finally
stopped at the ominous
black screen offering the
Safe Mode options. None
of the options worked and
the machine would simply
power off and restart.
Over the years, I have
acquired a number of tools
to fix and recover data,
and after hours of scanning by different programs, no data was being
turned up and it looked
like the drive and all the
data on it was toast. I took
the drive into work to try
again on different equipment. Upon plugging it in,
I got the familiar chime
that a USB device had
been found and the Auto
Run feature started,
which showed me the contents of the drive. Whew!
The data was still there.
Upon trying to copy the
contents the drive stopped
being seen by the computer and it looked like I
might be out of luck. My
right hand man, Chris
Seewald suggested the
trick of freezing the drive,
which sometimes keeps it
from overheating long
enough to retrieve information. After 30 minutes,
we tried again and had
success in recovering the
important data. After another return to the freezer
and then packing the
drive in ice packs we were
able to successfully clone
the drive to a new one. Another close call averted. A
replacement drive is on
the way from the manufacturer, but again the
point is no drive is above
failure, even one with less
than a year’s usage.
This story is to again
drive home the idea that
important information
needs to be backed up.
One can’t assume that a
drive, just because it is
new, will last a long time.
My wife backs up her financial data and most images are stored on another
drive and we had a backup of all the data from before the computer was
built. But she could have
lost her email and Word

documents from the past
year. For some of us, that
would be fairly important
information.
So how do you go about
backing up data? Well it
simply means copying important information to a
different location. You
don’t want to copy the information to the same
hard drive, because if that
hard drive fails, you would
loose both copies. So you
would want to copy your
files to a CD, DVD or
flashdrive. But in this digital photo and video age,
you will probably find that
this type of storage is too
small and will need to use
a second hard drive. If
your computer has the
space, you would probably
want to put a second drive
inside your computer for
simplicity. Perhaps your
computer already has a
second drive but don’t confuse a second hard drive
letter as automatically being a second hard drive.
Some computers are set
up
with
partitioned
drives, where the hard
drive space is divided up
between two drive letters,
but the space is on only
one physical drive.
If opening your computer is a bit frightening,
or perhaps you have a laptop, consider an external
hard drive. These drives
are fairly simply to use.
Just plug in the power and
plug it into a USB port on
the computer. Be sure you
are using USB 2 ports or
data transfers will seem to
take an eternity to complete. Some of these drives
will even come with software that will make backing up simplified process.
Speaking of software,
there are programs made
to help in the back up
process and some operating systems like Windows
XP Pro have one built in.
But if you store all your information in the My Documents folder it can be a
simple process of copying
this folder to a different
drive. You only need to
back up the data that you
create or have downloaded,

Exercise an old camera
to keep it operational
As you might have
guessed, the rush to digital
imaging is not a fad and the
use of film cameras over the
last 10 years has dropped
significantly. You now have
to search for locations to get
film processed as stores shed
their mini-labs and the pick
up/delivery system of film
processing to retail stores
has mostly ceased. Recently
Kodak announced that it
was even dropping the Kodachrome line of film, the
film that made Kodak synonymous with photography.
I am sure it won’t be long before only the baby boomer
and older generations will
only understand Paul Simon’s song about the film.
If you sold off your film
cameras early in the digital
revolution you probably got
a fair price for them. But
now the market is saturated with film cameras and
you will be lucky to get 10
cents on the dollar. Even a
camera I bought on speculation still sits unsold, as I
cannot get an offer for as
much as I paid for it, despite the camera still being
in production.
So if the market isn’t
right for sale or you just
want to hold on to your
cameras for sentimental
reasons, there are a few
things you should do to
keep the camera operational even if you don’t plan

to use it anytime soon.
1. Remove the batteries.
We often forget batteries
are in the camera and learn
a little too late that they
should have been removed.
Alkaline batteries tend to
leak if left unattended for
long periods of time. If they
have started to leak, toss
the batteries and try to
clean out the battery compartment. Use caution, as
the white powder is acidic.
Using a pencil eraser can
clean terminal connections.
Corrosion can travel along
the wires inside the camera
so if you have a badly corroded battery compartment, a thorough cleaning
may not get the camera
working again. And most
repairs for cameras today
would exceed the value of
the camera.
2. Occasionally exercise
the equipment. Film cameras were mechanical
beasts made up of gears,
belts, levers, etc. Pick up
the camera and dry fire it
multiple times to keep all
the gears and motors operational. Change the shutter
speeds and lens apertures
so the lens diaphragm closes down and opens up.
Following these two steps
will hopefully keep your
camera from becoming a paperweight in the event you
have a nostalgic moment
and want to shoot film.

like documents, music, pictures and movies. There is
no point in copying your
programs and your operating system. Some of that
information has to be
placed in specific places on
a drive in order for it to
work properly. Making an
exact copy of your hard
drive is a different process
called cloning which is
more involved than simply
copying.
If you have lots of infor-
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External hard drives come in a variety of shapes
and sizes. Our model is seated between two full
size hard drives and is holding a laptop-sized
model, which can fit in a pocket.
mation to back up, or have
multiple computers, you
may want to consider Network Access Storage
(NAS) options. This would
involve connecting a device, which looks like a

small computer, to your
network.
The device
would house hard drives
and be used just for storage. They can even be set
up to redundantly copy
your information.

You have probably
heard ads for using on-line
services for back up. Personally I am a bit skeptical. First you are sending
off information, perhaps
some of it you would consider personal in nature,
to an unknown source. In
this day of security concerns, it would not be impossible for these companies to be hacked and the
information stolen. Secondly, if you are backing
up a large amount of data,
the process can take days.
And thirdly, a number of
these companies have
been known to vanish
overnight and of course so
would your information.
The bottom line is all
hard drives fail; it is just a
matter of time. Take the
time to back up important
information.
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